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About This Game

A dead world's dream is a challenging retro platformer.

From your sky island's home, travel to diversified areas and progress in a non-linear way.
Energy cells  will allow to boost the portal to reach further away places, while rare species  brought back to your biologist

friend will allow to unlock capabilities.

Face the challenges with the proven die and retry method, or carefuly analyse your surroundings.

If this is just a walk in the park and fairness is not your style, try the hard mode and regret trying.

 Good luck!
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After getting to know the Eagle a bit more, I\u2019m really quite happy with it. The available paints are beautiful and it flies
well. All in all a worthy aircraft for formation and aerobatics. I like it.

In flying it a bit more, there are some bugs. In multiplayer, the other pilot head is unrealistically spastic and bounces all around.
It's like the positioning is getting commands from multiple inputs. Others have noticed the same about my pilot's head too.
We're all in VR and see it but the head appears still when run as an AI so maybe that's the deal.

One thing is that unlike the other aircraft there aren\u2019t settings for real, easy, etc, so it seems to confuse DCS when you
switch to a different airplane. I had all my Mustang settings appear to get hosed but all that happened was I got dropped into
easy mode instead of real. I restarted DCS and all was right with my Mustang again. Odd.. Money....Very...Well...Spent...!

Didn't spend to long figuring out how to use Fences, what does what and so on.
After 4 hours+ sorting my 200+ desktop icons, i have gotta say.... my desktop as NEVER looked so Clean and Tidy!!!

Started : 212 Desktop Icons covering my desktop, and not being able to see my desktop picture.
Finishing Result : 21 Fences placed nicely around the edges and corners of my desktop it looks awesome,,.

(Should be able to find a picture of my desktop in my Uploaded Screenshots for Fences.)
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1497493412

<Took 10 mins building up the 5 mins needed to post this review, but was worth the wait :) >. shoot angels to save the world,
this game is satanically fun. Really good Game :3. A fun, quick 20 minute adventure in the vein of the old Sierra typing games.
Well worth the asking price!. Simple and fun. Cool voice at the beginning of the levels, I advise to purchase!. This would make
the game more exciting.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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love it i recommend this game to people who like cod heros.. Game is just not that fun compared to other tycoons\/simulators.
No animation, no people, just cars zooming around. I really have enjoyed this game. Some of the puzzles are very difficult while
others are easy. The easy ones give you a break from the very difficult ones that come at the end. I found this game relaxing and
yet at times challenging. Good little game for $3. I'd say most of the reviews are too harsh especially considering the low price
of the game.

The first 3 or 4 hours I played were in one sitting because I was so into the game I hadn't even realized how much time had past..
One of the best entries in the long runnning Atelier JRPG series and the 1st in the Arland chapter!

This is a port of the updated Plus version of the original Rorona game. It includes several improvements from some of the later
games, such as a battle\/field speed up, reward voucher system and a huge selection alternate music. The best is the ability to
choose any ending you've met the requirements for at the end of the game. The original would lock you into 1 specific end.
There's also an extra bonus year after you finish the game featuring characters from the next 2 games in the series!

The time limit isn't too imposing. There's plenty of time to get a good ending but most will require a guide to 100% it. I've
played through 3 times and never could finish Tantris route!

Game ran fine on my aging PC with zero issues!. A simple game that
challenges your imagination
in a beautifully immersive way.. I'm having fun being a Dragon. It is hard to survive, but learning from my mistakes I’m living
longer. In the mean time I’m getting familiar with the lay of the island. I long to evolve to a flying dragon. Have not made a nest.
Need to read up on what is required.
On one server I had fun sneaking up on the humans and being mischievous. On the other hand, a snake sneaks up on you or
something worse so, you have to be on you guard. This keeps me going to see if I can make it. Every game has its challenge or
puzzle to solve.
Hope you guys hang in there and keep your chin up. No new game is perfect, but it will be if you keep working at it. Some
gamers expect perfection, but that comes with time. You can’t stay behind closed doors and make progress. You have to test the
waters and make improvements as you evolve. It is Just like I’m doing playing this game.
I’m having fun. That’s what counts.
Z Old Man
. This is a very interesting game and i do recomend it to anyone who thinks it looks interesting,
however,
it is extreamly short, in fact it took me more time to download it than it did to play it. I am not sure if i am just missing some
elements of the game here or maybe there are diffrent pathways i could have taken but regardless it is still pretty short. It is a
very interesting experience that is very surreal and i do like that sort of thing.

Now for some pros and cons,

pros:
+very interesting
+looks pretty good with graphics
+good way to spend some time
+each level is diffrent and it feels like walking through a dream

cons:
- i have a pretty good damn computer and i had some lag at some points
- very very short, not sure it is worth 9 bucks, i would most likely pay around 3-5 for the ammount of content
- controls are very floaty, when you look around the camera feels like it is lagging behind (but that is done on purpose, not lag
issues).
- some of the puzzles require google to finnish, as i doubt many people will know these answers as common knowledge

Notes:
= this is not a story based game, it is very surreal and has no real storyline as far as i can tell
= there seems to be some christan roots here in the game as god is mentioned and a huge cross is seen, didnt really bother me
but i feel like it should be known.
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= aliens(!)

tldr;
I do very much recommend this game, but i dont suggest buying it when it is not on sale.
. Kenshi is a great example of how a game, even if stuck in development for many years, can be an amazing game that delivers
on its premise AND delivers on the "fun" factor of a game.

Vantage: Primitive Survival, on the other hand... is not. It simply was not fun for me to play it despite enjoying the premise that
it is built on, it felt tedious and the interaction controls with items as well as the grind required made me think of Wurm
Unlimited/Online, which sadly in this case is not a compliment. The way the gameplay has been designed and engineered just
does not create fun for me, I would have far more fun booting up Stranded 2 than playing this game.

So no... I do not recommend it, and I don't care that it's Early Access either. You can't bug fix a bad game flow design, but I
genuinely wish you the best of luck and give my best hopes that you make it through Early Access and release an amazing
product, Crystal Dragon.

EDIT: I would like to emphasize quickly that, my comparison of this game to Kenshi is not meant to be 1:1... I am only
contrasting the fact that both have been in development for a long time, and I am not measuring mechanics and genre between
the two because that would be silly, both have different goals. It is only to emphasize the point of, "One delivers on a fun game
flow and gameplay design, and one does not".. Waste of time.. Very simple and casual game. Perfect for me
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